Your support will empower more people like Stacy to succeed in the journey to self-sufficiency.

UNITE COMMUNITIES to CHANGE LIVES

Help local families move out of poverty for good. We are better together.

Visit UWGC.org/Campaign to find out how.

Pictured: Stacy Thompson, Brighton Center program participant | Kids enjoying carnival at Children’s Home of Cincinnati, UWGC agency partner
“At MORTAR, we are able to innovate and introduce entrepreneurship into the cycle of poverty to break it. We’re thrilled that United Way is leading the charge.”

- Allen

UNITE COMMUNITIES to CHANGE LIVES

Help local families move out of poverty for good. We are better together.

Visit UWGC.org/Campaign to find out how.

Pictured: Allen Woods, MORTAR Cincinnati, UWGC agency partner | Volunteers from P&G, UWGC Fee for Service Program
"I have had many people help me along the way and it’s an honor for me to help make others better in any way possible. United Way gives me that opportunity."

-DeJuan

UNITE COMMUNITIES to CHANGE LIVES
Help local families move out of poverty for good. We are better together.
Visit UWGC.org/Campaign to find out how.

Pictured: DeJuan Gossett & Carmen Sanders, Herbert R. Brown Society | Volunteers from Duke Energy, UWGC Fee for Service Program
UNITE COMMUNITIES to CHANGE LIVES

Help local families move out of poverty for good.
We are better together.

Visit UWGC.org/Campaign to find out how.

“I see United Way living its purpose to meet community needs. I see how my donations improve my community.”

-Retina